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Many cognitive and motor functions are enabled by the
temporal representation and processing of stimuli but it
remains an open issue how neuronal circuits could reli-
ably encode such sequences of information. We consider
the task of generating and learning spatiotemporal spike
patterns in the context of an attractor memory network,
in which each memory is stored in a distributed fashion
represented by increased firing in pools of excitatory
neurons. Excitatory activity is locally modulated by inhi-
bitory neurons representing lateral inhibition that gener-
ates a type of winner-take-all dynamics. Networks of
this type have previously been shown to exhibit switch-
ing between a non-coding ground state and low-rate
memory state activations displaying gamma oscillations
[1]; however, stable sequential associations between dif-
ferent attractors were not present.
Assuming a probabilistic framework in which local
neuron populations discretely encode uncertainty about
an attribute in the external world (e.g. a column in
visual cortex tuned to a specific edge orientation), we
model inter-module synapses using the Bayesian Confi-
dence Propagation Neural Network (BCPNN) plasticity
rule [2]. We use a spike-based version of BCPNN in
which synaptic weights are statistically inferred by esti-
mating the posterior likelihood of activation for the
postsynaptic cell upon presentation of evidence in the
form of presynaptic activity patterns. Probabilities are
estimated on-line using local exponentially weighted
moving averages, with time scales that are biologically
motivated by the cascade of events involved in the
induction and maintenance of long-term plasticity.
Modulating the kinetics of these traces is shown to
shape the width of the STDP kernel, which in turn
allows attractors to be learned forwards or backwards
through time. Stable learning is confirmed by aunimodal
stationary weight distribution. Inference additionally
requires modification of a distinct neuronal component,
which we interpret as a correlate of intrinsic excitability.
Such synaptic [3] and nonsynaptic [4] mechanisms were
specifically shown to be relevant for learning and infer-
ence. In broader terms, our model instead suggests the
presence of and interaction between all of these pro-
cesses in approximating Bayesian computation.
Introducing plastic BCPNN synaptic projections into
the attractor network model allows for stable associa-
tions between distinct network states. Associations are
mediated by different synaptic timescales [5] with fast
(AMPA type) and slower (NMDA type) dynamics that
in conjunction with the spiking BCPNN rule produce
sequences of attractor activations. We demonstrate the
feasibility of our model using network simulations of
integrate-and-fire neurons, and find that the ability to
learn sequences depends on the specific structure of the
inhibitory microcircuitry and on the local balance of
excitation and inhibition in the network. Preliminary
results show that the network can reliably store spatio-
temporal patterns consisting of hundreds of discrete
network states using just a few thousand neurons.
Moreover, excitatory pools can participate multiple
times in the sequence, suggesting that spiking attractor
networks of this type could support an efficient combi-
natorial code. Our model provides novel insights into
how local and global computations found throughout
neocortex and hippocampus, framed in the context of
probabilistic inference, could contribute to generating
and learning sequential neural activity.
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